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About This Game

Your best friend Pineapple was stolen by Big Square and taken to the top of a big deathtrap-filled tower. Climb the Big Tower,
Tiny Square...and rescue Pineapple in this precision platformer

Inspired by single-screen arcade games, Big Tower Tiny Square is one giant level broken up into large single-screen sections.
Each obstacle has been meticulously placed. Each section devilishly designed. It will take patience and skill to navigate the maze-

like tower. Precision is key to success!

This enhanced version of the popular web game includes:

Steam Leaderboards - Think you're the fastest Tiny Square? Prove it!

Checkpoints Galore - Trying to kill a few minutes? Every step of progress is saved.

Steam Achievements - over 60 achievements available!

Controller Support

Slightly Redesigned visuals

Some Necessary Level Changes
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Some Unnecessary Level Changes

A single great background music track

For a first play-through expect 1.5 -2 hours worth of love, pain, hate, and gain.

No more lists
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I don't know why I own this but it's good. This is still one of - if not THE best - medieval conquest games I've ever played (I still
own my original CD and manual!). Granted, it does show its age in the graphics and some parts of the interface, but the basic
gameplay is solid. Everything is easily managed from the well-constructed sidebar menu, from population management and
weapons production to army recruitment and diplomacy. While the combat engine suffers from some issues with unit
pathfinding, the battle system is still quite engaging and fun, with success depending on correct use of terrain, tactics, and
combined arms. Given that this Steam version includes the Siege Pack expansion with a tactical map editor and a slew of added
campaign maps, at its current bargain price this classic game is an absolute steal. Definitely a must-have for nostalgic strategy
fans.. 95% discount was very sweet.. Was expecting a gameplay and controls at least as polished as Rogue Legacy. I don't really
care if the graphics are dull and childish, that is fine if the game itself is fun to play, but this game really doesn't feel like it's
complete.

The controls are very generic, the battles are all the same, your weapon stats is all that changes. The enemies are not hard.

The only thing making the game 'hard' is it's damn bad physics.. for the price it's ok.
And you get easy 100% achievements.. The game keeps crashing on loading screens. I haven't made it into the first area due to
this. Tech support is nonexistent. The game is literally unplayable.. I can't match a game in US server, anyone?. This is an
absolutely awesome game and I really love it!. Terrible. Literally its only redeeming quality is that it has Trading Cards.. its
getting better
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Fusion of puzzle grid based casual game & tactical rpg. Combats are interconnected with a lot of narrative story telling given via
gorgeous artworks comic books style reinforcing the sci-fi universe the game is built upon.. EDWARD NAVI. They should call
this the Earth Day edition. No longer are we cutting down trees with abandon. Instead we must recultivate the land, grow more
trees, and unleash the power of...fire hydrants?! Yes, fire hydrants. Who knew they had hydrants back in ancient Greece?

Mostly everything is the same as the other installments of this series. The worker guys run around gathering food, wood, and
gold. They clear the pathways. Herc hefts the huge boulders, and Megara causes plants to grow.

For those new to the series, this game does a much better job of explaining things. There are pop up instructions of what to do.
Basically it is time management and resource management. Each level has certain tasks to perform in order to complete the
level. If you do it fast enough you get achivements.

There are 3 difficulty levels. Untimed, easy timed, and hard timed. (those are NOT what they are called, but that's what they are
in essense.)

I'll write more later as I complete the game. I just wanted to get this up there since some yahoos decided to make negative
reviews.. Cube - The Jumper is a simple little game, and the video above showcases all that's worth to know before buying.

It was released today, so obviously there is going to be bugs here and there.

I also really hope that there will be more levels in future updates to the game, since the game itself is quite entertaining. The 7
levels that are in the game as of now are defeatable by anybody, it would be nice to see an update with harder levels, that might
take a few tries to get through. Although for 1 euro, as it is, it's totally worth it.

Overall, very pleased with the purchase.. relaxing game to do while you listening to something.. What a fun quirky little RPG-
Adventure. This is a light-hearted, fun to play, coherent little RPG that stands the test of time by it's narrative. Recommended..
This game is good i can't stop playing
You need to get deeper in to it at the start I was like hmmzzz boringg
But if you find out what things you can do in the game... it's amazing
Nice loot system the higher you go in floors the harder it gets
Upgrade your stats defend your room find blue prints super cool crafting system
Cool missions this game for me is a 9/10 don't know why its so mixed...
. In it's current state, this game feels too much like additional content for BH1 to be justified as a separate game. Open mic is a
great feature for those who primarily use a streaming service to listen to music.

Have fun mapping your controls. Unlike any other game that lets you look at a list of controls and change individual things, you
have to map each button again when you want to change one control. You can't view the controls without changing them. Oh
yeah, and the controls are obscure, simply listed as perk weapons 1-4 rather than ultra beam, super bomb, etc.

There's potential for good stuff, but I do regret buying this as a full game at this time. Currently there isn't enough new stuff to
make this game feel fresh compared to BH1, which I played a lot of.
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